Does the presence of a pharmacological substance alter the placebo effect?--results of two experimental studies using the placebo-caffeine paradigm.
We employed the placebo-caffeine paradigm to test whether the presence or absence of a substance (caffeine) influences the placebo effect. In experiment 1 consisting of four conditions with n = 15 participants each (control, placebo, two double-blind groups, each with placebo only), we maximized the placebo effect through expectation. Effects were assessed with physiological (blood pressure, heart rate), psychomotor (response times), and well-being indicators (self-report). In experiment 2, caffeine was administered in one of the double-blind groups, and another condition was added where caffeine was given openly. Effect sizes were medium to large for some outcome parameters in experiment 1 and 2, showing partial replicability of the classical placebo effect. Although not formally significant, differences between the double blind placebo conditions of the two experiments (with and without caffeine present) were medium to small. There was a significant difference (p = 0.03) between experiment 1 and experiment 2 in the physiological variables, and a near significant interaction effect between groups and experiments in the physiological variables (p = 0.06). The question warrants further scrutiny. The presence of a pharmacological substance might change the magnitude of the placebo response.